exterior linear range

Performance for every need
Each family of lights includes different outputs to meet the largest possible range of requirements. Paseo, Xenia, Archiline and Archiline PRO offer a particularly wide selection.

Optical range
The Linear Lights series offers specific products for every context, and lighting solutions that vary depending on the optics you choose. There are spots, narrow spots for small or very small angles, various floods, and diffuse and wall washer lights. The Elliptic 20°x50° gives an oval grazing wash for tall narrow walls, and Asymmetric provides a directional beam that washes the wall evenly.
**Xenia**

The new Xenia family comprises a very wide range of linear lights, with numerous configurations for every lighting need. They provide a high-performance solution for lighting professionals, offering reliable safety technology including OVP, ESD, TCS® and AquaStop®. There is also a wide choice of topLED and powerLED outputs, and optics. The range is available in warm white, natural white, and RGBW versions.

**IP66**
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